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PANOSOPHY: THE THEORY OF EVERYTHING 
 

his third volume in the Wholeness trilogy describes our evolutionary story from 
Alpha to Omega. It builds on the Unified Relationships Theory (URT), whose 
Cosmic Context, coordinating framework, and Gnostic Foundation are provided 

by Integral Relational Logic (IRL), the subjects of volumes two and one in this trilogy. 
By focusing attention on noogenesis rather than biogenesis, this book describes how 

Homo sapiens sapiens entered Paradise some 25,000 years ago, was ejected from Paradise 
some 5,000 years ago, and how the divergent streams of evolution could now converge at 
its glorious culmination, its Omega Point, enabling us all to return Home to Paradise, 
realizing our fullest potential as Homo divinus universalis, as superintelligent, 
superconscious Divine, Cosmic human beings. 

As we humans are the least instinctive, most intuitively adaptable of all the species, most 
of our behaviour is determined by what we learn, by our minds. Like human ontogeny, 
human phylogeny has progressed from conception and birth, through infancy, childhood, 
and adolescence, to adulthood, as our forebears have struggled to find meaning in their 
lives, to make sense of God, the Universe, and what it truly means to be a human being. 

Today, as we enter the eschatological epoch of human evolution, we have it in our 
power to develop a coherent set of answers to all the big questions of human existence, such 
as “Where have we come from?” “Who are we?” and “Where are we heading?” The answer 
to all these questions is Wholeness, for Wholeness is the True Nature, Authentic Self, and 
Genuine Identity that we all share as Love, self-reflective Intelligence, and Consciousness. 
Such a realization is absolutely essential if we are awaken to humanity’s ultimate destiny as 
a species: like our bodies, the human race is born to die. For we can only deal with this 
critical situation equanimously by returning Home to Ineffable, Nondual Wholeness. 

Paul Hague was born near London in the middle of the Second World 
War and was educated mainly as a mathematician. He then spent his 
business career in the information technology industry, mainly with IBM 
in sales and marketing in London in the 1960s and 70s and in software 
development in Stockholm in the 1990s. 

In 1980, realizing that the materialistic, monetary global economy is 
incompatible with the invention of the stored-program computer, he set 

out to explore how we could realize our fullest potential as a species 
after the collapse of capitalism at the beginning of this century.  
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